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bittorrent is a peer-to-peer file-sharing network
that allows you to download and share files on
your smartphone or tablet. the app is free to

download and has tons of features. the app allows
you to connect to a vpn, which means that your ip
address is safe from prying eyes. you can also use

the app to share files and photos as well.
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address is safe from prying eyes. you can also use

the app to share files and photos as well. ben
stockton is a freelance technology writer based in

the united kingdom. in a past life, ben was a
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college lecturer in the uk, training teens and
adults. since leaving the classroom, ben has taken
his teaching experience and applied it to writing
tech how-to guides and tutorials, specialising in
linux, windows, and android. he has a degree in

history and a postgraduate qualification in
computing. read ben's full bio the official

bittorrent client for android. while it does support
other protocols, it is primarily a.torrent client. that

means it will only download.torrent files.
unfortunately, you cant do much more than that.
other than looking at the download progress, you

will get the usual little messages when new
torrents are added, some magnet links, and a

search. the only other option is to use the
integrated download manager. flud is one of the
more powerful torrent apps, but for all the right
reasons. it boasts a simple, clear interface. that

makes managing large torrents easier.
additionally, the app supports a variety of

protocols, magnet links, rss feed support, support
for large files, and even a couple of themes. there

really isnt much wrong with this one. the free
version contains ads while the pro version does
not. otherwise, both versions do the same thing.
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transdroid is a client that focuses on the ability to
manage multiple torrents simultaneously. it has a

decent ui and modern design. it is also open
source and free with ads. it has no official support
for a lot of the protocols, but it can handle magnet

links, which is what most people use anyway. it
also has a web interface, but that one is not as

modern or good. this is a decent app if you need
some advanced features or just the ability to

manage multiple torrents simultaneously.
transdrone is a client that is completely different

than the others. it is more of a media player, but it
is included in this list for completeness. it includes

a bunch of media formats, the ability to play a
variety of video formats, and a media browser. its
ui is very simple and it has a modern design. this
is a good option if you want to stream torrents as
well as play media. it is also open source and free
with ads. toontorrent is a client that has a bunch
of advanced features. you can download torrents,
change your settings, and even change the ui. it

also has a torrent search. it also has an old-school
ui. the ui and features are both very basic, but it

works well. it is open source and free with ads. its
basically the same thing as the download droid

torrent app, but with a few extra features. you can
keep track of all of your active torrents. it also has
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a few different views to help you manage your
torrents. also, if your on an android smartphone
you can enable tips to get more out of the app.

torrent downloader+ is another open source
torrent app that has a simple, minimalistic design.

the app has a focus on speed, so that should
come as no surprise. for a free torrent app, that

isnt such a bad thing. 5ec8ef588b
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